This paper provides an analysis of R-trees and a The results we obtained show that R+-trees require less than half the disk accesses required by a correspondmg R-tree when searching files of real hfe sizes R+-trees are clearly superior m cases where there are few long segments and a lot of small ones t Also with Umverslty
Introduction
It has been recognized mg Database Management m the past that exlstSystems (DBMSs) do not handle multi-dlmenslonal data efficiently Multi-dlmenslonal data arise m apphcatlons such as cartography,
Computer-Aded Design (CAD), computer vlslon, robotics and computer graphics Since database management systems can be used to store one-dlmenslonal data, like integer or real numbers and strings, considerable mterest has been developed m using DBMSs to store multi-dlmenslonal data as well In that sense the DBMS can be the single means for storing and accessing any kmd of mformatlon required by applications more complex than traditional business apphcatlons However, the underlying structures, data models and query languages are not sufficient for the mampulatlon of more complex data
The problem of extending current data models and languages has been considered by various people m the past [CHAN81, STON83, GUTT84b, ROUS85] In this paper we focus on the problem of derlvmg efficient data access methods for multi-dimensional objects
The mam operations that have been addressed by other researchers m the past can be summarized as follows Poant Querlea Given a certain pomt m the space, find all objects that contain it Regron Quefsea Given a region (user wmdow), find all objects that intersect it Of course these operations can be augmented with additional constramts on simple one-dlmenwonal (scalar) data
In addition, operations like msertlons, deletions and modifications of objects should be supported m a dynamic environment Samet m [SAME841 provides a good survey for various access methods that can be used for the efficient storage and retrieval of complex data We review these structures here wlthout going mto detads, the interested reader IS referred to [SAME841 Most of the structures that have been proposed are hlerarchlcal ones with the exceptlon of the Grid File [NIEv84] and EXCELL [TAMM82] which are bucket methods based on extendible hashing Methods based on hlerarchlcal decomposltlon are very attractive because they are recursive m nature and use the dwrde and conquer paradigm to organize multi-dimensional data That is, going down a hlerarchlcal structure one focuses on more and more mterestmg subsets of the data which m turn results to efficient execution times [SAME841 In the smgle dlmenslon case we have seen such a successful structure m the form of B-Trees [BAYE72] Th e most common case of multldlmenslonal data that has been studled m the past IS points k-d Trees [BENT75], Quad-Trees [FINK74, SAkfE84] and k-D-B-Trees [ROB1811 are hlerarchlcal structures for storing point data Some of these structures are very mefficlent for secondary storage though
The k-D-B-Tree 1s a direct extension of B-Trees m k-dlmenslonal spaces and 1s takmg paged secondary memory under conslderatlon Consldermg region data (polygons), some varlatlons of quad trees have been suggested m the past [KEDE81, SAME83] However, none of them can be easily extended to work m secondary storage based systems Another mterestmg approach has been suggested by Orenstem [OREN86] whereby k-dlmenslonal oblects are transformed to lme segments, using the "ztransform " This transformation mduces the very same ordering that a quad-tree uses to scan pixels m a 2-dlmenslonal space These hne segments are then stored m relations and are processed usmg the so-called "spatial Join" This way mmlmal changes are required m database systems to support spatial operations A very promlsmg method 1s Guttman's RTrees [GUTT84a] R-trees are a natural extension of B-trees for multl-dlmenslonal objects that are either points or regions However, if R-Trees are built using the dynamic insertion aigorlthms, the structures may contam excessive space overlap and "dead-space" m the nodes that result m bad per- They combme the good features of both the B-trees and quadtrees Like the B-trees, they remam balanced, while they mamtam the flexlblhty of dynamically adjustable windows that deal with "dead-space" on the pictures, like the quadtrees do A second Important feature of R-trees 1s the fact that, at the leaf level, they store full and non-atomic spatial objects This feature provides a natural and high level object oriented search Furthermore, because the storage orgamzatlon of R-trees 1s slmllar to that of B-trees, they are good m dealing with pagmg [GUTT84a] R-trees have been proposed as an advanced mdexmg techmque for direct spatial search that can deal with non-atomic spatial obJects They can, however, be used as a representation medmm hke quadtrees
The full potential of R-trees has not been yet conceptuahzed The decomposltlon used m R-trees 1s dynamic, driven by the spatial data oblects Therefore, if a region of an n-dlmenslonal space mcludes dead-space, no entry m the R-tree 1s made Leaf nodes of the R-tree contam entries of the form (I, oblect-tdent?fier) where object-rdentrjier 1s a pointer to a data obJect and 11s an n-dlmenslonal mmlmal rectangle (called MBR) which bounds Its constituent data oblects The possibly non-atomic spatial obJects stored at the leaf level are considered atomic, as far as the search 1s concerned, and, m the same R-tree, they are not further decomposed into their pictorial prlmltlves, 1 e mto quadrants, line segments, or pixels Non-leaf R-tree nodes contain entries of the form (I, chrfd-pornter) where chrld-pornter 1s a pointer to a successor node m the next level of the R-tree, and I IS a mmlmal rectangle which bounds all the entries m the descendent node
The term branchtng factor (also called fan-otlt) can be used to specify the maximum number of entries that a node can have, each node of an R-tree with branching factor four, for example, pomta to a maximum of four descendents (among non-leaf nodes) or four obJects (among the leaves) To illustrate the way an R-tree 1s defined on some space, Figure 2 1 shows a collection of rectangles and Figure 2 the total area of all the MFJR's of all leaf R-tree nodes, and overlap IS defined as the total area contamed wlthm two or more leaf MBR's Obviously, efficient R-tree searching demands that both overlap and coverage be mmlmlred, although overlap seems to be the more crltlcal of the two issues For a search window falling m the area of N overlappmg leaves, m the worst case, N paths from the root to each of the overlappmg leaves have to be followed slowing down the search from h to hN, where h 1s the height of the tree Clearly, since it 1s very hard to control the overlap during the dynamic sphts of R-trees, efficient search degrades and It may even degenerate the search from logarithmic to linear Mmlmal coverage reduces the amount of dead space covered by the leaves It has been shown, that zero overlap and coverage 1s only achievable for data points that are known m advance and, that using a packing technique for R-trees, search 1s dramatically improved [ROUS85] In the same paper it 1s shown that zero overlap 1s not attainable for region data objects 2.2.
R+-Trees
In this paper we use a varlatlon of R-trees called R+-trees (STON86] which avoids overlap at the expense of space which mdlrectly mcreases the height of the tree The mam difference here IS that rectangles can be split mto smaller sub-rectangles m order to avoid overlap among mnumal bounding rectangles That is, m some cases, m which a given rectangle covering a spatial object at the leaf level overlaps with another rectangle, we decompose it mto a collection of non-overlappmg subrectangles whose union makes up the orlgmal rectangle All the pointers of the sub-rectangles pomt to the same object These sub-rectangles can be Judiciously chosen so that no bounding rectangle at any level need be enlarged The same sub-sphttmg 1s propagated up to the non-leaf nodes, thus overlap IS forced to stay zero Figures 2 3 and 2 4 show how the boxes of Figure 2 1 will be organized m an R+-tree, with a branching factor of 4 R+-trees can be thought as an extension of K-D-B-trees to cover non-zero area objects (1 e not only points but rectangles as well) Hence, for any obJect wlthm a given search window, a single path has to be investigated despite the fact that there may be several paths leading to the same for nonpathological split cases, the mcreased number of sub-rectangles for two overlappmg rectangles at a node may cause a spht of It and this adds one more level to the height of the tree However, for each such increase to the height, the correspondmg search on a regular R-tree for any object m the overlappmg area may require h addltlonal page accesses, where h IS the height of the tree Given the above brief descrlptlon of the two data structures, we proceed m the next section to analyze their search performance
Analysis
In this section we analyze the performance of both R+-and R-trees In the first part we mtroduce the methodology used through out this section and then continue m the other two subsections with the analysis of the two data structures The analysis examines the performance of both structures for point queries In section 5 we comment on the performance of region queries 3.1. Methodology -Assumptions
The proofs of the forthcommg analyses can be derived more easily If we consider boxes as points m a 4-dlmenslonal space [HINR83] For a box aligned with the axes, four coordinates are enough to uniquely determine It (the x and y coordinates of the lower-left and upper-right corners)
Since 4-d spaces are lmposslble to be 111~ trated, m this paper we examme hne segments (l-d obJects) instead of boxes (2-d objects), and we transform the segments mto points m a 2-d space Each segment 1s uniquely determmed by (xetort, x,,J, the coordmates of its start and end pomts Obtammg formulas and results for hne segments 1s a first step to the analysis of 2-d boxes, or even rectangles of higher dlmenslonahty
In the case of line segments, the "screen" collapses to a hne segment, which, by convention, starts at 0 and ends at 1 Figure 3 To make the analysis tractable, we assume the lme segments of a given size are umformly distributed they need not be totally wrthm the screen The starting points of these segments divide the interval (-u, 1) to N+ 1 equal submtervals, where N 1s the number of segments and u their size Table 1 Indicates the parameters common to all the forthcommg analyses
Analysis of R+-trees
We examme two cases In the former, referred to by one-saze case, we consider N segments of size b, umformly distributed as described before In the latter, two-ate case, we consider two sets of segments, set 1 with N1 segments of size u1 and set 2 with Nz segments of size u2 The segments of each set are uniformly dlstrlbuted 1 Parameter Descrmtlon c the capacity of the data pages (= data records per page) f the fanout of the internal nodes of the tree j sons per node h the height of an R-tree (the root considered at level 1) h, the height of an R+-tree Table 1 circles, which 1s exactly the number of segments that the query segment q ~111 mtersect Notice that the formula does not depend on the posltlon of the query segment on the screen, exactly because the of the way we have defined the umform dlstrlbutlon of the N segments For q=O, that IS, the query segment 1s a point, we have the formula for the overlap
Corrolary
Given N segments with size u, umformly distributed on the screen, the overlap 1s constant, and given by the formula
From (1) and (2) we have Assume that we have N segments of size u, uniformly dlstrlbuted on the screen, as explamed before Let h, be the height of the resultmg R+-tree, which 1s assumed to be full, that ls, every data page contams C entnes, each internal node has j sons The total number of data pages will be The mtultlve explanation IS that the capacity of every data page 1s "reduced" by 0, because It has to accommodate the remainders of 0 segments from each right neighbor (while this very page forces 0 entries mto its left neighbor)
R+-trees, Two-Siee Case
Here we assume two sets of segments, set 1 with N1 segments of size u1 and set 2 with Nz segments of size u2 The segments of each set are umformly distributed on the screen Using the same arguments as before, we have that The result depends only on the total number of segments and the total overlap, not on the characterlstlcs of each set of segments
Analysis of R-trees
In the same way as above we do the analysis of R-trees Both one-size and two-size cases are analyzed 3.3.1.
R-trees, One-Size Case
First we consider the case of one-size segments The tree 1s assumed to be full Thus, the segments are grouped m N/C pages, m groups of size C Each page 1s characterized by the "mmlmum enclosing segment", that covers all the segments m this page This segment corresponds to a point m the transformed space, for example, m 
To find the number of disk accesses rda m answermg a pomt query, we have to add all the fathers of any level, that cover the query pomt That 1s
r-1 where h 1s the height of the (full) R-tree h = log$ Then, (11) and (9) give (11) I rda = (12) Eq (12) assumes that h IS an integer If not, we can either use linear mterpolatlon, or replace the sum of Eq (10) with an integral from t= 0 5 to a= h-t-1 5 The difference m the two approxlmatlons 1s small (less than 2%)
R-trees, Two-Size Case
As with the R+-trees, we consider Nl segments of size ul and NZ segments of size u2 Each set 1s umformly distributed on the screen A tight (if not the tightest) packing of segments m data pages 1s by storing Cl = NJ N and C,= NJ N consecutive segments of set 1 and set 2 respectively m each data page, startmg from left to right (N = N1 + N,) Cl and C, will be referred to by effectrue capacattee for set 1 and set 2 respectively -the data page capacity was C,,,,, That is, the only effect of the dominated set 1s that It occupies a fraction l-N&,,,/ N of the data pages reducing their effective capacity to C,,, for elements of the dommatmg set Thus, the final formula for disk accesses IS derived from Eq (12) I 0 rda = h+ l+ (13) where h = log$ = log,% = log,% 1 and 1 1fo 1,jother,l>~2,/athcr,l dom = 2 otherwise Notice that Eq (13) holds for more than two sets of segments, the only thmg that matters IS which set will be the dominating set
Analytical Results
Based on the formulas extracted m the prevlous section, we obtained some results that indicate how R-trees compare to R+-trees
The followmg values were assumed P = The size of a page = 1,024 bytes s= The size of a rectangle = 16 bytes p = The size of a pointer = 4 bytes Given these numbers we can derive the fan-out f and capacity C of non-leaf and leaf pages respectively
We assume that the first 24 bytes of a page are taken for the header Clearly I j=c= g-q =50 I I
Finally, the number of data tuples N was assumed to take values between 100 and l,OOO,OOO
The analytical results shown m this section fall under two categories First, we show the number of disk accesses required to search an Rtree or R+-tree m case of a point query Since m general this figure depends on more than one parameters, we choose to fix all but one and display m a chart the number of disk accesses versus the only left parameter Second, we show m a combined chart the performance gam as it changes with the various parameters
We define performance gain as Perf Gawa = rda-r+da rda 100
where rda IS the number of disk accesses for the R-tree and r+da 1s the number of disk accesses for the R+-tree 4.1. The One-Size Case
Figures 4 la and 4 lb show the number of disk accesses required to process a point query m an R-tree and the correspondmg R+-tree for a file of N segments with 0 overlap 4 la gives the disk accesses as a function of 0 m the case where N=lOO,OOO 4 lb gives the same values as a function of N m the case where 0=40
As expected the R-tree has always worse performance than the R+-tree because of the excessive searching required
In both cases the number of disk accesses mcreases with the number of segments since the height of the tree increases Finally, increasing overlap also accounts for increased number of pages searched, m R-trees this that the drfference m disk accesses IS not very slgmficant This IS true because of the aasumptron that all segments have same size In this case the R-tree does not mcur a lot of overlappmg segments that would cause searching multiple paths m the tree The two-srze case results that follow later show the effect that lengthy segments have on the performance The next set of figures, Figures 4 2a-b , rllustrate how the performance gam varies wrth the overlap and number of segments for different values for the total number of segments and overlap respectrvely Again as expected, the gam m performance decreases as the total number of segments increases smce the R+-tree wrll create a lot of sub-segments trying to keep all intermediate node segments non-overlappmg However, the figures show that improvements up to 30% can be achieved
The Two-Size Case
Frgure 4 3a-b shows the drsk accesses requned for searching an R-tree and a correspondmg R+-tree used to index N,+ N2=100,000 segments wrth total overlap of O,+ 02~40
The first figure (4 3a) shows drsk accesses requrred aa a function of the small segment overlap O1 m the case where the large segments account for 10% of the total number of segments (N2=10,000, N,= ww h=loo Overlap Figure 4 .2a Performance Gain for One-Size 1s due to multrple paths that have to be followed trll the leaves have been reached, whrle m the R+-tree it 1s due to mcreasmg number of sub-segments that have to be created because of splits Notice trees of R-trees IS shown clearly m these figures Improvements up to 70% can be achieved That means that the R-tree will require m some cases more than twice the page accesses reqmred usmg an R+-tree Of course, when the number of large segments approaches the total number of segments, R+-trees will lose smce many lengthy segments cause a lot of sphts to sub-segments However, typical distributions do not have this characterlstic On the contrary, lengthy segments are few compared with small ones (e g m a VLSI design)
In general our results are very encouragmg We are currently workmg on their experimental verification [SELL861
Contributions
The contributions of this work can be summarized as follows (1) A variation to R-trees, R+-trees that was orlgmally proposed m [STON86] is compared to the origmal proposal by Guttman Such a comparison is very useful since it gives us a good understanding of how R-trees work and why they suffer under various oblect distributions (2) The mtroductlon and effective use of the transformation to higher dimension as a tool for the analysis of R-and R+-trees This transformation IS especially useful for lmesegments, ie , l-dimensional boxes on a ldimensional screen, because the transformed space is the plane and rt can be easily drawn Thus, simple proofs of the performance results can be derived The formulas for the lure-segments case will be the steppmg stones for the analysis of boxes of higher dimensionality (3)
In this paper we provide the first known analysis of R-trees Our formulas for the two-size case can be easily generahzed to handle any number of sizes one of the sizes will "dommate" the rest and the formulas can be readily applied
The uniformity assumption that the model IS based on is admittedly strong This does not reduce its theoretical and practical value It corresponds to the best-case results we should expect from an R-tree Moreover, if the distrrbution in a given situation is umform except for mmor perturbations, the derived formulas will give good estimates for the expected performance (4) Finally, usmg exactly the same assumptions, we derived formulas for the proposed R+--trees and compared the two methods analytltally The results of the comparison agree completely with the mtuition The R-trees suffer m the case of few, long segments, which force a lot of "forkmg" durmg the search
The R+-trees handle these cases easily, because they spht these long segments into smaller ones Although our analysis has concentrated on point queries, slmllar results have been obtained for region queries Due to space hmltatlons they are not presented m this paper (they ~111 appear m [SELL86])
Our current and future work m the area focuses m two maJor tasks First, we are currently working m extending the analysis to the case of arbitrary dimensions This will allow us to examme obJects m two dlmenslonal spaces which are found m many apphcatlons Moreover, we try to model the problem under different assumptions than the umform size one used m this study Our results will appear in a companion paper [SELL861 Second, we have mltlated an experimentation effort that will allow us to verify our analytical results Guttman's code for R-trees is available, we are m the process of modlfymg It to come up with code for R+-trees and we expect to obtain experimental results soon 
